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This is a lively, informative guide that shows what physics is, how it works and why it is vital to

everyday life. Written in a conversational style, this book offers children an approachable source of

information on key subjects such as gravity, magnetism, thermodynamics and the solar system.

Illustrated with humorous drawings, cartoons and diagrams by Adam Larkum, complicated topics

are kept fun with a variety of techniques including comic strips and fact boxes. Simple experiments

give children working examples to learn from. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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This is a 96 page book is smaller than the larger encyclopedia of physics type books that one can

purchase. It's more of a survey type book with small sections devoted to the beginning of the

universe, force, energy and waves, electricity space and a brief history of physics. In the typical

Usborne style, it's presented in a very child-friendly format. There are side bars on most pages with

interesting little tidbits while the main portion of the page focuses on a particular subject. The

pictures are cute and hand drawn. They're not photographs like a DK book.We purchased this

because my 10 year old enjoys reading about science. We already have books which are more

meaty and wanted something that she'd curl up on the couch with. It's light weight and colorful.

While this does contain a few formulas, it's really serves to pique your interest and answer some



basic questions like, "what makes a rainbow" or "why is the sky blue". I highly recommend it.

This book covers the basic topics of physics at an upper elementary level. The explanations are

rather good and the artwork and design meet Usborne's usual high standards. I read this to my

homeschooled son over the course of many months, as a "spine" for our physics study. It worked

perfectly for that purpose.If there is any problem about the book it is a bit thin, and as a result, some

details are left out. This is OK with us because we also read other books about the same topics at

the same time (Max Axiom is awesome). Used on its own, your student will only get a very basic

introduction to physics, which is fine, because that is exactly what book purports to be. That said,

they really do pack a lot of information into this book.Highly recommended.
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